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ABSTRACT Space debris represents a threat to space missions and operational satellites. Failing to control
its growth might lead to the inability to use near-Earth space. However, this issue is still largely unknown
to most people. In this paper, we present an educational experience in virtual reality created to raise
awareness about the problem of space debris. The application exploits the entity-component-system (ECS)
programming pattern to manage around 20000 orbiting objects with a high frame rate to convey a fluid
experience. We preliminarily validated our application, in terms of usability as well as quality of user
experience, during several events involving both a broad audience (e.g., citizens of all ages, from teenagers
to elders) and an experienced audience (e.g., engineering students enrolled in the aerospace degree). The
results of the evaluation were extremely positive, showing once again that virtual reality can be an effective
means to engage people in captivating and interactive activities, making them experience what can only be
imagined — the thousands pieces of space debris surrounding our planet.

INDEX TERMS Aerospace engineering, satellites, virtual reality, space debris.

I. INTRODUCTION
Several thousands of man-made objects orbit the Earth at
different altitudes. The US Space Surveillance Network cur-
rently tracks more than 23000 objects, with sizes ranging
from 10 cm to a football field [10]. According to the European
Space Agency (ESA) there are approximately 750000 objects
larger than 1 cm untraceable by current technology. Only 6%
of the known orbiting objects are active while the remaining
94% of them are man-made objects in space that serve no
purpose, i.e. space debris [17].

Space debris represents a threat to spacemissions and oper-
ational satellites. Due to the high orbital speed, an impact with
a fragment as small as 10 cm or less could result in the partial
or complete loss of a mission.When there is a risk of collision
with space debris, operators must assess in a timely manner
whether to perform a collision avoidance maneuver. Such
maneuvers require fuel that could otherwise be employed for
main operations and often require a momentary suspension
of service, which may be infeasible because of the mission
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constraints. Space debris also poses a threat to people and
properties on the ground. When a large uncontrolled object
re-enters the atmosphere, part of it is demised while between
10% and 40% of its original mass reaches the Earth’s sur-
face as fragments. These surviving fragments possess enough
energy to severely damage what they hit and they also pollute
the environment. On the other side, services from space are
now fundamental to life on Earth. Therefore, to keep counting
on them, the sustainable development of space activities is
recommended, by limiting the creation of new debris objects
and reducing the already existing ones.

There are several applications for virtual reality that let
users explore our galaxy and the solar system [6], [48], visit
the International Space Station (ISS) [42], or be an astro-
naut [50] and have a space walk [52]. These applications
mainly focus on providing visually captivating experiences
rather than scientifically accurate ones. On the other hand,
ESA released several freely available videos to explain key
concepts of space exploration and space debris [20]. How-
ever, videos lack interactivity and give no agency to users.
The application we developed aims at providing an accurate
scientific simulation and also interactivity, a feature often
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missing in existing scientific multimedia artifacts. To our
knowledge, the experience we designed is the first one with
the main focus on the space debris problem.

In this paper, we present an experience in virtual real-
ity (VR) that we created to raise awareness about the prob-
lem of space debris. Our application targets both a general
audience and people with background knowledge about space
missions; it aims at raising people’s awareness about the
space debris problem. The application has been designed
for head mounted displays connected to a computer (like
for example, Windows Mixed Reality headsets1) as well as
stand-alone ones (like Oculus Go and Oculus Quest2). The
experience has a story mode, for the dissemination of infor-
mation about the space debris problem, and an exploration
mode, targeting a more experienced audience, that lets users
take a stroll in near-Earth space. We present the results of
a validation we conducted both with engineering students
and a general public. Overall, the results suggest that our
application can be an effective means to communicate the
problem of space debris to a broad audience and may also
enhance the tutoring process of orbital mechanics related
topics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we intro-
duce space debris, explain why it poses a threat to space
missions, and discuss how this issue has evolved since the
beginning of the Space Age. In Section III, we discuss the
recent applications of virtual reality to education and the ones
devoted to space exploration. In Section IV, we present the
design of our application including the initial requirement
specification phase, its overall structure, its main compo-
nents (the narrative, the tutorial, and the exploratory section),
and the technical challenges faced in the development. In
Section V, we present the results of the evaluation performed
with human subjects. In Section VI, we draw some conclu-
sions and outline future research directions.

II. SPACE DEBRIS
Every day thousands of man-made objects orbit around the
Earth at different altitudes. For cataloguing reasons, there
exist three distinct orbital regimes: (i) a Low Earth Orbit
(LEO), ranging from 300 to 2000 km of altitude; (ii) a
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), ranging from 2000 km to
36000 km; or (iii) a Geostationary Orbit (GEO), travelling
at an altitude of about 36000 km. The US Space Surveil-
lance Network’s data set [10] tracks more than 23000 of
them, from 5-10 cm of size in LEO and from 0.3-1 m in
GEO [17]. Only 6% of these objects are active satellites
that are currently carrying out the task for which they were
designed; the remaining 94% of them are inactive space
debris.

Figure 1 shows the composition of orbiting objects: 59% of
the objects orbiting the Earth are fragments generated by col-
lisions or explosions; 16% are retired satellites; 12% are parts

1https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/windows-mixed-reality
2http://www.oculus.com

FIGURE 1. Composition of the catalogued orbiting objects.

FIGURE 2. The number of the currently catalogued objects as a function
of the altitude.

of rockets that were used to put the payloads in orbit; 7% are
other mission related objects. The number of the operational
satellites adds to amere 6% of the total population. The differ-
ent orbital regions are also unevenly populated: for instance,
the portion of the LEO region between 800 and 900 km is the
most crowded area (Figure 2) due to the presence of many
remote sensing missions which follow a Sun-synchronous
orbit to exploit the stable illumination conditions that favor
observations.

A. THE THREAT OF SPACE DEBRIS
Space debris represents a threat to operational payloads. Due
to the high orbital speed, an impact with a fragment as small
as 10 cm or less can result in the partial or complete loss
of a mission [46]. Accordingly, when a collision warning is
received, satellite operators must assess in a timely manner
whether a collision avoidance maneuver is needed. For exam-
ple, on Monday 2 July 2018, ESA engineers were forced
to move the CryoSat-2 satellite to a higher orbit to avoid a
piece of debris traveling at 4.1 km/s so as to save the satellite
worth 140-million Euros [80]. However, such maneuvers
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FIGURE 3. Evolution of the number of objects in geocentric orbit by object class [21, Fig 2.1a]: rocket mission related
objects (RM); rocket debris (RD); rocket fragmentation debris (RF); rocket bodies (RB); payload mission related
objects (PM); payload debris (PD); payload fragmentation debris (PF); unidentified objects (UI); payloads (PL).

require fuel that could otherwise be employed for the main
operations. Thus, only collisions above a certain threat prob-
ability threshold are actually avoided. Furthermore, collision
avoidance maneuvers often require a momentary suspension
of the ordinary service, which is often infeasible [75]. When
only partial information on incoming debris is available,
additional clues are collected using telescopes shortly before
the impact. Fragments smaller than 1 cm could be, in theory,
neutralized with shields [18]. However, fragments between
1 cm and 10 cm can neither be blocked by shields nor tracked;
therefore, they are incredibly dangerous. In fact, [47] sug-
gested that such small non-trackable objects might become
a primary factor in the decrease of space flight safety.

B. THE HISTORY OF SPACE DEBRIS
The Space Age began with the launch of Sputnik 1 on Octo-
ber 4, 1957 and, over the years, the number of objects orbiting
the Earth has increased dramatically. Figure 3 shows the
evolution of the number of catalogued objects in space with
colors representing their classes [21, Fig. 2.1a].

Reference [32] were the first to postulate that collisions and
explosions in orbit could lead to a cascade effect causing a
dramatic increment in the number of space debris that would
make near-Earth space missions too hazardous to conduct.
For a long time, nations individually gathered the technical
expertise to tackle the problem. However, its global nature
called for the need of sharing the acquired knowledge at an
international level. It was only in 1993 that the Inter-Agency
Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) was founded
and, nowadays, it is the major international technical body in
the field of space debris [36].

Fragmentation of large, unbroken objects is one of the
major factors influencing the long-term evolution of the space
debris environment [63]. The two sudden increases in Fig-
ure 3, corresponding to years 2007 and 2009, are due to two

catastrophic fragmentation events. In 2007, China conducted
an anti-satellite test which led to the intentional destruction
of the Fengyun-1C. The 880 kg satellite split in almost
2000 fragments that increased of more than 60% the spatial
density of objects at its fragmentation altitude [53]. The
satellite was hit at an altitude of 863 km, where atmospheric
drag, which is the only available natural sink mechanism
for space debris, is not very effective. Therefore, part of the
generated fragments will remain in orbit for a long time [54].
In 2009 the non-functional satellite Cosmos 2251 crashed
into the operational Iridium 33 destroying it and creating
more than 2000 new fragments [55]. Since the collision hap-
pened at an altitude similar to that of the Chinese missile test,
the same problems in terms of the fragment orbital life apply.

III. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly overview the most relevant appli-
cations of virtual reality in education (Section III-A) and
in space exploration, both for traditional media and virtual
reality (Section III-B). Since providing a complete review on
virtual reality in education is beyond the scope of this paper,
we refer the interested reader to these recent surveys [5], [22],
[23], [27], [29], [49], [66] for a discussion of earlier published
works and specific areas of application.

A. VIRTUAL REALITY IN EDUCATION
In the recent years, the number of applications of virtual
reality to education has dramatically grown. These applica-
tions provide ad-hoc learning experiences in several fields
such as history [38], biology [35], language learning [12],
[13], architecture [2], computer science [8], [28], [56], [58],
and engineering [1], [9], [43]. Experiments with virtual real-
ity in these areas showed improvements in the students’
learning outcomes compared to traditional classes. Such
performance gains have been linked to increased levels of
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presence [25], immersion, and engagement in the task at
hand [34], [59]. Reference [11] also reported that, while
wearing anHead-MountedDisplay (HMD), students were cut
off from possible sources of distractions (e.g. social media,
smart phones, or surfing the web). References [30] and [57],
on the contrary, found no learning improvements with respect
to traditional classes but reported a better overall learning
experience in terms of enjoyability and motivation of the stu-
dents. Notably, situated learning has received great benefits
from the combination with immersive technologies. In fact,
virtual reality gives the possibility of exploring places that
might be hardly, or even not at all, accessible [19], [83]. Fur-
thermore, immersive virtual environments also help students
create better spatial models of their surroundings [34], [83]
and grasp more clearly the 3D shapes of objects [68], [69]. As
reported by [38], online learning suffers from high drop-out
rates because of loneliness and isolation issues due to the
lack of social interactions. Contacts with co-learners provide
fundamental stimuli to keep the learners engaged and moti-
vated. Reference [68] developed a multi-user collaborative
classroom. Instead, [38] developed aVR classroom populated
by virtual classmates and simulated different behaviors based
on previously gathered comments made by real people on
online courses. Furthermore, [4] exploited virtual classmates,
either with a good or disruptive conduct, to show that students
tend to adhere to their classmates’ behavior.

Virtual reality shows potential also for training purposes.
It allows to practice any number of times in a safe envi-
ronment tasks that might be too dangerous or too costly
to reproduce in the real world. Moreover, several results
show that skills gained in such simulations are transferable
to real life situations [45], [59] and are retained over a
longer period of time [14]. Some existing applications pro-
vide training for firefighting [15], [16], [78], military pur-
poses [60], [76], industrial processes [44], helping teachers
deal with disruptive behaviors [41], [82], surgery [3], [65],
[74], [81], safety procedures [14], and dealing with stressful
situations [40], [73].

Finally, virtual reality has a great potential to empower
people by fostering their creativity [77], helping them to
overcome personal limits, like for example anxiety [51], or
providing them with a space for self-intervention to decrease
stereotype threat and increase motivation [72].

B. SPACE EXPLORATION
There are several commercial applications of virtual reality
focused on space exploration [26], [70] that let users explore
our galaxy and the solar system [6], [48], drive a rover on
Mars [61], visit National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) headquarters or the International Space
Station [42], [62], be an astronaut [50] and have a space
walk [52]. [71] developed zero-gravity float tanks that let
users orbit the Earth using ultra high definition headsets while
simulating the absence of gravity.

To our knowledge none of these applications deals with
the issue of space debris. Indeed, ESA has produced several

traditional videos to explain key concepts of space explo-
ration and space debris [20]. However, videos lack inter-
activity and do not give agency to users who become pas-
sive spectators. Published research includes [24] who devel-
oped a desktop client server application to visualize the
status of orbiting objects based on Object-Oriented Graph-
ics Rendering Engine (OGRE). The system had severe per-
formance issues and in its original inception, with just
500 orbiting objects, could only reach 11 frames per sec-
onds (fps). To attain an acceptable performance of 30 fps
the system was optimized by rendering points instead
of actual meshes to show debris and satellites. Refer-
ence [64] developed a virtual reality experience, inte-
grating a two-hands haptic device, to simulate satellite
maintenance procedures for training humans. Our experi-
ence aims at providing a scientifically accurate simulation
of the objects orbiting around the Earth in a real-time
interactive virtual reality environment. Interactivity is of
paramount importance sincewe don’t want users to be passive
spectators.

IV. THE VIRTUAL REALITY SPACE DEBRIS EXPERIENCE
Our goal was to create an educational experience to raise
awareness about the problem of space debris, targeting a
general audience and students (both at high school and at
university level). ESA released several multimedia artifacts
to explain key concepts of space exploration and debris that
are freely available [20]. Their content, however, is limited to
presentations and videos that are not interactive and do not
give any agency to the users.

Our research group, involving both virtual reality and
aerospace engineering experts, has identified a list of require-
ments for the experience. First and foremost, the applica-
tion had to be as much as possible scientifically accurate
and had to convey the feeling of the space debris problem.
It had to include a story-driven mode to narrate the story
of space debris and show the various objects orbiting the
Earth. It had to include an exploratory experience to let
users examine the population of items orbiting the Earth,
select different types of objects (e.g., payloads, fragments,
rocket bodies), and orbits (e.g., LEO, MEO). Finally, it had
to run smoothly both on high-end Microsoft Mixed Reality
headsets, linked to a PC, and stand-alone, low-cost, headsets
with limited processing power such as Oculus Go and Oculus
Quest.

The experience we designed begins asking users whether
they want to start in story mode, viewing the accompany-
ing tutorial, or directly jump into exploration mode. When
starting in story mode, users are presented with a series of
dialogues narrating the history of space debris and showing
the wide variety of objects orbiting the Earth with their tra-
jectories. Next, the tutorial explains how to use the controller
to navigate and interact with the environment. Finally, users
enter the exploration mode. Experienced users can skip both
the story mode and the tutorial to directly enter the explo-
ration mode.
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FIGURE 4. Informative panels appear right in front of the user while satellites and debris are added progressively
following the narration.

A. THE STORY MODE
This part of the experience illustrates the space debris prob-
lem to an audiencewith no background knowledge in the field
and also provides general information about the satellites and
debris orbiting the Earth. At first, the user is placed in space,
facing the Earth, and only ISS is visible. Informative panels
appear right in front of the user (Figure 4), one at a time; they
cannot be dismissed before 1.5 seconds to limit the possibility
of quickly skipping through. Satellites and debris are added
progressively as the narration advances, to avoid distracting
the user from reading the panels. Users cannot change their
position, which is automatically adjusted during the narration
to provide a better perspective of the objects orbiting at dif-
ferent distances from the Earth; only head rotation is allowed.

B. TUTORIAL
The tutorial teaches users how to use the input devices to
access the multiple functionalities offered by the experience.
During the tutorial users are shown how to interact with the
menu to perform the available actions (e.g., to activate or
deactivate objects, trajectories, etc.). Then, they are intro-
duced to the navigation systems that allow users (i) to move
on concentric orbits at varying distances from the Earth and
(ii) to teleport to specific landmarks, marked by pink icosa-
hedrons (Figure 5).

C. THE EXPLORATION MODE
This part of the experience lets users wander in the near-Earth
space using teleportation between navigation landmarks,

positioned on a sphere surrounding Earth (represented as pink
icosahedrons, Figure 5). Landmarks are uniformly distributed
around the Earth at a distance that depends on the current
user position: they are closer to Earth when the user explores
lower orbits; they are farther away when the user explores
outer orbits.

Teleportation is a common way to implement movement
in virtual reality environments that limits the risk of users
getting motion sickness [7]. In our application, we introduced
teleportation to avoid this issue and, most importantly, to con-
strain the navigation of users who, during our early tests with
free navigation, were easily lost because of the absence of
reference points in space and were often unable to reach the
viewpoint they wanted.

Users can enable and disable specific types of space objects
from the view (e.g., rocket bodies, debris, active satellites)
using a menu positioned on the controller. They can highlight
different satellites types (showing the active in green and the
defunct ones in red) or change the scale of all the orbiting
objects. We included three different scales: one provides a
realistic sizing of satellites and debris with respect to the
size of the Earth. However, since orbiting objects usually
range from 30 cm to 4-5 m in size, they are orders of mag-
nitude smaller compared to the planet’s 6,378 km radius and
thus very difficult to spot. Accordingly, we introduced two
additional scales which, although not scientifically accurate,
make satellites and debris more visible, especially from afar.
This approach is coherent with the approach taken in existing
dissemination material of the European Space Agency [20].
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FIGURE 5. The navigation landmarks, represented as pink icosahedrons, surround the Earth at a distance that is
adapted based on the distance of the user from the Earth.

Users can also highlight the trajectories of satellites on differ-
ent orbits (LEO,MEO, GEO, GPS). Figure 6 shows theMEO
satellites’ trajectories as an example.

D. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The experience has been developed using the Unity3 engine
and supports both high-end Windows Mixed Reality head-
sets, which need a connected PC, and stand-alone Oculus
Go and Oculus Quest headsets, which do not need to be
tethered to a PC but have limited computational power. One
of the major challenges we faced in the development was
managing around 20000 orbiting objects, whose positions
had to be updated at least at 90 fps (frames per seconds)
to avoid simulator sickness in users. Unfortunately, the tra-
ditional object-oriented pattern (the current standard in all
game engines) immediately proved to be unfit and led to poor
performance (15-20 fps), even on high-end computers (e.g.
a computer using an 8th generation Intel i7 with 16 Gb of
memory, and NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 card). Accordingly,
we decided to develop the application using the recently
introduced, and still experimental, Unity Entity Component
System (ECS). This enforces a data-driven approach to pro-
gramming and separates data and logic using three funda-
mental concepts: entities, components, and systems. Entities
are identifiers used to navigate a collection of components.
Components are data wrappers and do not contain any logic

3http://www.unity.com

to manage such data. Systems are where all the logic is
placed and filter entities based on the components they need
to carry out their task. Since each system performs the same
calculations on all the suitable entities in a Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) fashion, its work can be parallelised
and run exploiting all the cores of today’s processors, or vec-
torised and processed on GPUs. The order of execution of
different systems is fixed and is determined by building a
dependency graph that takes into account their read-write
accesses to particular components in order to avoid race
conditions. Therefore, each system should be responsible
for a very specific task, to decrease dependencies and allow
maximum parallelisation.

Unity’s Entity Component System employs a subset of
C#, called High-Performance C# (HPC#).4 The absence of
references types allows entities to be tightly packed in mem-
ory. They are stored in portions called chunks, each chunk
containing entities with the same set of components. Since
systems operate on all chunks containing entities satisfying
their filters’ requirements, this predictable memory layout
allows to exploit optimisations like prefetching for further
performance improvements.

Figure 7 shows the components layout of each entity.
Position, Rotation, and Scale are Unity’s default components
for positioning and rendering an entity in the 3D space.
The CategoryComponent allows to differentiate objects

4https://blogs.unity3d.com/2019/02/26/on-dots-c-c/
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FIGURE 6. The user can highlight the trajectories of satellites on different orbits. In this case, the trajectories of
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites are highlighted while all the orbiting objects are disabled.

belonging to different categories (e.g. rocket bodies, debris,
LEO satellites, GPS satellites, etc.) so that they can be
selectively manipulated (e.g. to deactivate only a certain
type).DoublePosition andDoubleVelocity are needed to store
position and velocity of each entity with a higher precision
than that available in Unity’s Position component. Such high
precision was required to perform a scientifically accurate
simulation of the evolution of the objects positions in time.
Active satellites are controlled fromEarth and they are rotated
to face towards it. On the other hand, space debris are only
subject to inertia and, therefore, tend to keep spinning in the
same direction. We modelled this behaviour by assigning to
each entity either a LookAt component, which identifies con-
trolled satellites, or a RotationData component, which stores
a random initial axis around which the debris will rotate.
The Size component influences the Scale to take into account
the object’s dimension in combination with the current scale
settings.

Figure 8 shows our systems architecture. The so-called
TransformSystem is Unity’s default system for positioning
objects in the 3D space before rendering them. The appli-
cation’s core is the MovementSystem which, at each frame,
communicates with a C++DLL to calculate the next position
for all the entities. The RotationSystem makes uncontrolled
space debris spin. It can run in parallel with theMovementSys-
tem since the rotation to be applied is the same regardless
of the object’s position. On the other hand, the PointTowards
EarthSystem needs the updated position to correctly calculate

the direction each satellite should be facing. The Chang-
eRenderingSystem and ChangeScaleSystem are independent
from the other systems and can be completely parallelised,
as long as they execute before the TransformSystem. The
former allows to activate or deactivate a certain category of
objects. The latter updates the Scale component based on the
Size component and the current scale settings. The adoption
of the Unity ECS paradigm made it possible to manage all
the thousands of orbiting objects smoothly even on low-cost
Oculus Go visors.

The application is designed to run either as a stand-alone
application, which performs both the simulation and the
visualization of the data, or as a client-server application,
with a remote server running the scientific simulation that
is displayed on the visor also in charge of interacting with
the user. The former has been designed for headsets, that
have enough computational power for running the simulation
and rendering the scene. The latter has been designed to
allow accurate scientific simulation on low-end stand-alone
headset and to support a multi-user mode (planned as a
future development) that will let more people share the same
simulation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report the results of the preliminary eval-
uation we performed during several events, including engi-
neering students and people attending a national scientific
dissemination event.
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FIGURE 7. The configuration of components in our application’s entities.

A. EARLY PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
We performed an evaluation of an early prototype during a
national scientific dissemination event. The prototype envi-
sioned users as astronauts who began their experience in the
control room of a space station, with terminals displaying
information about space debris. Next, theywould head toward
a ‘‘launch’’ door leading them to the outer space where they
could begin their exploration of space debris surrounding the
Earth. No formal experience evaluation questionnaire was
administered and our feedback resides only in their reactions
to the experience that were overall very positive. We noted
however a few problems. The space station environment was
too rich and distracting for people who were not accustomed
to virtual reality. Accordingly, people tended to pay no atten-
tion to the screens narrating the history of space debris and
later had problems in locating the ‘‘launch’’ door leading
to the next stage of the experience. The evaluation of the

early prototype led to the current highly simplified structure
of the experience in which (i) everything happens in one
environment, the space surrounding the Earth; (ii) the tutorial
and the story of space debris are presented through dialogs
while the user is facing the earth; so that (iii) there is no
cognitive gap between the three phases of the experience:
story, tutorial, and exploration (Section IV).

B. EVALUATION WITH A SELECTED AUDIENCE
As a next step, the updated version of the application was
presented during an event for journalists, start up companies,
and people from our ministry of economic development. Also
in this case, no formal questionnaire was administered to
the attendees and we only took into account the users’ reac-
tions to the experience and the discussions before and after
the experience. Overall, we received very positive feedback.
Visitors were more accustomed to virtual reality and thus
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FIGURE 8. The system architecture of our application.

TABLE 1. Symptoms in SSQ.

less fascinated by the media with respect to the ones visiting
a national scientific dissemination event. They were also
focused on the scientific implication of the experience and
were genuinely surprised to discover space debris to be such
a threat for space missions, a fulfillment to the main purpose
of the application.

C. FINAL EVALUATION
The final evaluation involved: (i) people attending our uni-
versity 2019 open day event, (ii) people attending the
2019 edition of the national researcher’s night, and (iii) engi-
neering students. The evaluation involved 91 participants
(22 females), 10% of them had already tried virtual reality
at least once. At first, subjects received a short introduc-
tion to the experience and its scientific merit. Next, they
would wear the headset. Then, once assured that there was

no initial discomfort with it, they would start the experi-
ence in story mode and then move to the exploration mode
(Section IV). The experience lasted around 15 minutes and,
at the end, users were asked to complete an anonymous form
to evaluate their overall experience. The questionnaire was
adapted from the MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire [79]
and the IBM Usability Questionnaire [37]. It comprised the
questions reported in Table 2. Answers ranging from 1 to
5 followed a Likert scale [39]; for this type of answers we
report the average score and the standard deviation. Questions
Q3-Q11 focused on the comfort of the experience and the
usability of user interface and environment. Q12-Q19 focused
on the educational value of the experience and Q20-21 on
the overall engagement. To evaluate whether our application
caused any discomfort, we also included the sixteen questions
from the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [31]. This
was designed to assess the inducement of symptoms related to
simulator sickness using a four values Likert scale from 0 to 3
measuring the symptom strength (0 meaning non-existing).
Table 1 reports the sixteen symptoms in SSQ [31] that are
used to compute three scores for three symptom clusters
labeled Nausea (N), Oculomotor (O), and Disorientation (D)
and an overall total severity score (TS), as

N = [1]× 9.54

O = [2]× 7.58

D = [3]× 13.92

TS = [1]+ [2]+ [3]× 3.74

where [1], [2], and [3] represent the sum of the answers for the
symptoms selected in the corresponding columns (Table 1)
while the weights used to compute N , O, D and TS were
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TABLE 2. Evaluation questionnaire.

derived using factor analysis [31]. The authors also provided
reference values (µ ± σ ), derived from a calibration sample
of 1100+ subjects, for the evaluation of existing systems:
7.7 ± 15.0 for N ; 10.6 ± 15.0 for O; 6.4 ± 15.0 for D;
9.8±15.0 for TS. Note that, there are other questionnaires for
assessing cybersickness that are all more or less derived from
SSQ, like VRSQ [33]. However, the analysis of [67] shows
that although the alternative questionnaires are simpler and
represent viable alternatives to SSQ, they have usually been
evaluated on very small numbers of subjects (e.g., 24 subjects
for VRSQ) and they are also highly correlated to SSQ [67].
In addition, [31] are the only ones providing reference values
for all the scores to evaluate an existing system.

1) COMFORT AND USABILITY
The participants did not report any major discomfort as
also confirmed by the answers to the simulation sickness

questionnaire. Only a couple of subjects didn’t manage to
get fully comfortable with the experience, while 9.9% of
them reported growing uncomfortable after some time. The
remainder either always felt comfortable (52.7%) or got
accustomed after some exposure (35.2%) (Figure 9b). Further
investigation suggested that such an initial discomfort could
be due to the lack of familiarity with virtual reality. Over-
all, the subjects deemed the experience to be comfortable
(Q5 4.36±0.71, Figure 9c).

Most of the subjects were satisfied with the usability of the
experience and did not report any problem with acting in the
environment (Q7 4.15±0.80, Q8 4.31±0.74, Q9 4.06±0.87,
Q10 4.41±0.61, Figure 9d-g). However, people with less
experience using controllers reported some trouble in access-
ing the menu functionalities, mainly due to the difficulty of
remembering the buttons to use (Q3 18.7% False, Figure 9a).
Two subjects also reported difficulties in reading the labels of
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FIGURE 9. Answers to questions about comfort and usability (Q3-Q10).

the menu. Reading text is currently an issue with stand-alone
virtual reality headsets which tend to have poor display res-
olutions. Accordingly, another subject suggested to employ
visors with higher screen resolution.

2) EDUCATIONAL VALUE
Overall, the subjects did not have problems in understanding
the tutorial (Q12 4.48±0.78), the informative panels (Q13
4.46±0.76), the role of the orbiting objects (Q14 4.41±0.76),

the trajectories of the satellites (Q15 4.49±0.64), and the
experience as a whole (Q16 4.38±0.79 Figure 10a-e). They
also deemed virtual reality experiences of this kind to be
an enhancement to traditional lectures they would appreciate
(Q18 4.36±0.79, Q19 4.58±0.73, Figure 10f-g).

3) ENGAGEMENT AND SUGGESTIONS
Overall, the experience was considered engaging by the vast
majority of the subjects (Q20 4.65±0.58, Figure 10h). In
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FIGURE 10. Answers to questions about the educational value (Q12-Q19) and overall engagement (Q20) of the experience.

the final open question Q21 we received several sugges-
tions. One subject asked for dimmer colors which we plan
to introduce as a special visualization mode together with
a colorblindness mode for accessibility. Other people sug-
gested adding information about the navigation status to the
display (e.g., the position from the Earth) or physical forces
(e.g., the gravitational field). A more experienced student
suggested to include a free navigation mode, which we did
not include since our preliminary evaluations showed that it
dramatically decreases usability for most people. One subject
suggested to give the possibility to have a tour around Earth
(like amovie) to provide a view from different viewpoints and

orbits — which we do not plan to include for the motion
sickness that such an animation would cause to users. It was
also suggested to add an audio version of the tutorial, which
we plan to include as an option in the final deployment on the
stores.

4) SIMULATION SICKNESS
Figure 11 reports the results of the questionnaires for all the
sixteen symptoms of SSQ. Following the procedure delin-
eated in [31], for each subject, we computed the four SSQ
scores, then we computed the mean and standard deviation
of the four scores over all the subjects obtaining 11.01 ±
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FIGURE 11. Answers to questions from the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [31].
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8.24 for N , 27.40 ± 26.68 for O, 25.70 ± 24.93 for D,
11.67 ± 10.43 for TS. Although our values are slightly
higher than the reference values provided by [31], the t-test
shows that the differences are not statistically significant
with a p-value of 0.43 for N , 0.92 for O, 0.27 for D, and
0.77 for TS suggesting that our application has basically no
relevant simulation sickness issue. We also did not note any
difference when analyzing the male and female populations
separately.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a virtual reality experience to raise awareness
of space debris in the general public and in people with
some background knowledge about space missions (such
as aerospace engineering students). The experience runs on
high-end head mounted displays, like the Microsoft Mixed
Reality headsets, as well as on the stand-alone and low-cost
Oculus Go and Oculus Quest. We exploited the Entity Com-
ponent System design pattern to tackle the main technical
challenge, that is, to manage around 20000 orbiting objects
with a high frame rate and limited computing resources.
The experience has a story mode, for the dissemination of
information on space debris to a general public, and an explo-
ration mode, that allows an educational stroll in near-Earth
space. We evaluated our application with people attending
the open day at our university, one national scientific dis-
semination event, and engineering students. Each person
had 15 minutes to try the experience and, at the end, was
asked to fill in a questionnaire. Overall, the experience was
positively evaluated by the large majority of the subjects
who considered it engaging and informative, confirming once
again what already shown in the literature: virtual reality can
be an effective mean to involve people in captivating and
interactive activities. Future research directions include the
support to new platforms, the publication in online stores,
and the introduction of multi-user support to let people share
the same experience in real-time — a feature that could be
very helpful for teaching to a class. Education-wise, we plan
to perform extensive testing, both at high-school level and
university level, to investigate the educational impact of the
experience.
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